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Traditional Nigerian Art 

Pre-Historic Art 

It is the art of the early men that lived inside the cave and draws animals on the 

wall of their cave about twenty five year ago. They were hunters they paint their 

drawings with red and yellow earth mixed with animal fart and faeces.  

 

Nigerian Traditional Art. 

In the olden days, Nigerian believed in one supreme god (chi) which they carved 

or moulded as Ikenga because they cannot see or touch their god physically, so 

their carved work serves as a link to their god.  

 Our education was based on customs and norms of the people, they learn 

through, ceremonies, rituals, imitations, recitations, age grade, demonstration.  

Their art works are; tribal (facial) mark, paintings on their body and houses, 

plaiting of hair, mask are carved for entertainment, this continued until Aina 

Onabulu came in. 

Contemporary Art Artist. 

Aina Onabulu in 1882-1963 started drawing and painting after his education. He 

introduced the teaching of art in the school curriculum in 1927. 

 European art teaches encouraged somebody like Kenneth Murray, Dennis 

Dueden and others. 

 Other Nigerian artists joined him, somebody like, Ben Enwowwu 1921-

1994, Akintola Lasekan 1921-1971and others like Yusuf Grillo, Uche Dennis, 

Solomon on wangboye, Jimo Akola, Denias Nwoko, Odita Emmanuel, Bruch 

Onibrakpeya. 
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Modern Art 

It is art in which past traditions were thrown aside because of the spirit of 

experimentation in 1860s-1970s. The art experimented with new ways of seeing 

with fresh ideas about nature of materials and functions of art. It is based on 

abstraction style. Its modern painters are: - Vincent Van Gogh, Georges Braque, 

Paul Cezama, and Henri-Mati-sse, Pabblo Picasso, Marcel Duchonp and others. 

 

NIGERIAN TRADITIONAL ART CULTURES ARE THIS:- 

1. Nok Art Culture: - It is a small tin mining village in old Zaria of Kaduna 

state. Nok art was founded when mining tin are in 1943. It was dated 

between 500bc- 300Bc. Their sculptural works are made of terra cotta 

(fired or baked) clay, their works includes human heads and animal figures 

are highly naturalistic in style.  

Features of Nok art are:  

a. Conical or Cylindrical head wearing crown. 

b. Pierced or open mouth, eyes, ear and nostrils. Nok terra cotta was also 

founded at Jemaa, Kastina alla, Taruga (east of Abuja), wamba, Kagoro, 

Kafanchan. 

2. Ife Art Culture:- 

It is the head and religious headquarters of all the Yorubas. It is in Osun State. 

Ife art began in 11th – 15th century AD. They practice the bronze method of 

casting in ore, Perdue (lost wax) and terra cotta (baked clay), their works show 

realistic and nobility (royalty) of their Oni heads (king head). If Art was 

discovered during building operation in wummoys compound and ita yamoo 

compound with royal head pair with interlocking hands and feet. 

     Features of Ife Arts  

a. Ling and narrows eyes 

b. Short and narrows ears, thick lips 

c. The trunks and limbs of their terracotta were decorated with beads, 

necklace, anklets, bracelets, they have scarification (that is tribal marks) 

on their faces. 

3. Esie Art Culture 

(In the 1911 by Leo Frobenius). A small town near Ilorin, Kwara State It is 

the largest collection of sculptural figures of about 800 pieces does with soap 

carving, they are of men and women figures, some sitting on a mushroom 

shaped stool holding object in their hands, Most figures wear bracelets, 
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necklace, hat or special head dresses, some females kneel in front of the water 

pots. The figures have facial marks (scarification). The figures are used for 

funeral or workshop.  

4. Ibeji Art Culture  

Ibeji is a town in Yoruba land. Ibeji art is a twin figure. At the birth of twins, 

parents carve a pair of such figure (twin figure)  by a diviner or may postponed 

until one of the twins died before they carve Ibeji art figure . The dead twin 

figure is ritually fed with food like the surviving one. (Twin) 

CRAFT COLLAGE/MOSAIC CRAFT 

Introduction to Mosaic Design. 

Mosaic Design: It is the method of creating or constructing pictures by 

sticking hard objects like pebbles, broken bottles, broken glass/ceramics, 

beads etc on a hard board with gum (adhesive or glue) 

Mosaic Materials are:-  

1. Coloured broken bottles, broken ceramics  

2. Stories (drawings) 

3. Plaster of Paris (POP) 

4. Pieces of glass 

5. Plastic button 

6. Clue (gum, adhesive) 

7. Paper 

8. Hard object (i.e hard board) 

9. Broken egg shell 

 

Mosaic Tool are:  

1. Pencils 2. Hammer 3. Pliers 4. Scissors 5. Hard Wood 6. Ruler 7. Knife 8. 

Knife (cutter) 9. Painting brush  

How to Produce Mosaic Design  

1. Draw the picture to produce to produce on a hard board  

2. Rub gum with brush on the surface of the board  

3. Stick (Place) material like beads, pebbles etc to cover the pictures you are 

to create/produce  

4. Keep the finished mosaic designed work flat to dry before packing or 

hanging. 

5. Hang on the wall to decorate your homes. 
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Uses of Mosaic are:  

a. Mosaic are used for wall decoration 

b. They are used for floor coverings  

c. For making mask 

Introduction to Collage Designs  

Collage Designs: Is the art or method (way) of creating pictures (designs) or a 

hard board by sticking pieces of papers, thread, wool and other soft materials 

with glim (glue or adhesive) or a hard board. 

Materials for Collage are:- 

1. Hard Objects e.g Wood, Cardboard, thick paper (as back ground support) 

2. Papers (coloured, plain, magazines) to be cut into pieces  

3. Wool, thread etc (any one you like) 

4. Gum (glue or adhesive) for sticking  

 

Collage tools are:  

1. Scissors( Knife, cutters etc) 

2. Pencil 

3. Brush 

4. Ruler 

Collage Production Steps; 

1. Draw the sketch of the picture to design on a hard board or surface 

2. Rub gum on the hardboard 

3. Paste pieces of cut papers like calendar’s, magazine, newspaper, coloured 

paper on the hardboard  

4. Allow the picture to dry well by keeping the work flat. 

5. Hang to decorate your wall. 

Uses of collage are:- 

a. Collage is used to create background or pattern on which pictures can be 

composed. 

b. Collage is used for decoration  

c. It is sold for money  

Differences between Mosaic and Collage  

1. Mosaic design is done with hard objects and stuck on a hardboard 

(surface) with gum  
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2. Collage design make use of soft object and stuck on a hard object 

(surface) with gum 

Similarities between Mosaic and Collage  

1. They all need hard board (surface) 

2. Sticking is involved in both mosaic and collage  

3. They are used for decoration 

4. They use the same methods of production  

5. Both make use of materials and tools during or for production. 

 

Introduction to Scale 

Scale:  It is a series of eight notes in alphabetical order.  

 Scale starts with one note or letter and ends with that same note which is 

called its octave (eights). Scale is written with musical notes and in solfa is 

written with consonant small letter called Solfa Notes. 

Types of Scale 

1. Diatonic Scale: It consists of tones and semitones like major scale and 

minor scale  

a. Major and Minor Scale: They have eight notes each. The different 

lives in the arrangement of tones and semi-tones. 

b. Major Scale: Is made up of eight notes with semi-tones between 3rd, 

4th, 7th, and 8th and 8th notes.   

 Tone: It is the distance between other notes 

2. Chromatic Scale: This is a scale built up entirely of semitones.  

 

Diatonic
Major

Minor
Chromatic

Scale
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Playing an instrument Recorder:-  

Recorder: - It is a musical instrument. It is a melody instrument which 

produces sound with air. 

Types of Recorder 

They are: 

a. Descant Reorder:- with very high pitch 

b. Bass Recorder: With low pitch  

Others are: Tenor, Alto, and Soprano.  

Recorder playing, Elements are:-  

a. Fingering  

b. Breath Control  

c. Tonguing  

d. Musicianship 

How to play Recorder 

Left hand is used to hold the recorder, while the left thumb covers only the 

back, the next time fingers covers the first holes in the front. So those four 

fingers keep it in position. 

Then the right thumb hand is placed underneath the recorder, the rest of the 

fingers of the right hand cover the remaining holes in the front of the recorder. 

To finger; place the recorder to the lips and blow gently into mouth piece. Use 

tongue to start and stop the flow of air. Using tongue to blow air tooo-tooo on 

each note is called tonguing. 

Uses of recorder:-  

a. Recorder helps one to express his feelings in music  

b. It is used for entertainment  

c. It is used when playing band 

d. Boys and girls brigade, Boy’s scout use it. 

e. It helps the drum or band sets 

f. It is used in playing music tunes. 

 

Key Signatures 
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Key signatures are those symbols that indicate the key of music (keys in which 

music written) 

Symbols for key Signatures are:- 

1. They are sharps (♯) 

2. Flats (b) 

Key Signatures are written at the beginning of the staff after the clef symbol. 


